Move the Neighborhood is a practice led research project exploring design collaboration with children through designing and building urban installations for a public green space together. Our aim was to investigate how we can bring the field of design methods and design thinking into the 5th grade classroom and how this in turn could influence community development. These questions also led to a reflection on how to balance our double role as both facilitators of a co-design process and as researchers exploring design collaborations.

The project crisscrossed between design disciplines, didactics and community engagement. We collaborated with 30 5th grade pupils through classic design methods such as mapping, site analysis, collage making, model building, and fieldtrips as a way to shape ideas for what the public space could become. The process also helped form a common language around design and especially about public space. Thus, notions of publicness and community had significant pedagogic roles in the process. We negotiated and merged design ideas into three urban installations that we built on site in a collaboration between children, design researchers and carpenters. The on-site activities and the completed installations rendered children visible in the neighborhood and eventually influences how the space was perceived and managed by both the community and the municipality.
In this paper and presentation, we will reflect on the complex interaction between the three aspects of design pedagogics, community development and research practice and on how both children, community and researchers can reciprocally benefit from design collaborations.
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